
The unit is also capable of passing cases without rotation when required.

     This recently built single lane case �ipper, more commonly known
as a "starwheel", was built speci�cally for a food applica on where
the product needed to be reoriented for processing and se ling
purposes.  The equipment will rotate �lled cases 180 degrees in the
direc on of travel a er entering the donut shaped device and gently
place it back on its journey down the line without harming the case
or product inside.  ...  (read full press release now...)

View this newly
released video on
our Starwheels,
Upenders and
Orientors page. 

News & Events:

Register FREE for
Pack Expo Las Vegas

CODE 33Q84

(Please note that complimentary
registration is for Multi-Conveyor

end-users. PMMI policy prohibits the
use of free passes by non-exhibiting

suppliers.)

Pack Expo Las Vegas - September
23-25:  NEW Booth #1626

Note:  Due to the age of this e-newsletter, some of the links have 
been disabled.  Please contact marketing@multi-conv.com if you 

archived message.



Success on multi-line conveyor installation that saved money with simplistic

integration.

Finding the right conveyor manufacturer may sound like an easy task,
however locating one that brings engineering, design and controls integration,
with reliably-built equipment while keeping the price very competitive is the
key to success.  According to Nicolas Patois, Patois Associates, “When our
pharmaceutical consumer goods customer was relocating six production lines
to another plant, ... (read rest of the story ..)

Vibration assists in product
settling

Let's compare...

Why do customers keep coming back
to Mul Conveyor?  Because that’s all
we do.  Quality conveyors.

Video - 180 Case Flipper / FREE Pack Expo Registration http://clicks.skem1.com/preview/?c=26692&g=183&p=a72cc62f720a78...

Vibrating conveyors are used to settle
or shift product inside of cartons or
containers in a very subtle fashion
without interrupting the content itself. 
In some food cases, the vibrating will
help settle or even slightly mix
ingredients or food to assist in even
weight distribution prior to final case
packaging.  Watch this video showing
a simplistic, gentle yet effective
vibrating system.

UL Listed Controls

Our full service electrical department
starts with design and system
layouts. On-site electrical panel
installation and start up services are
based on more than 20 years of
material handling experience. Backed
by servo drive technology, our
projects achieve their targeted aims
for your process. Our controls
department is UL certified for panel
building and PLC programming.  We
can rotate, push, pull, clamp, slide,
flip, spin or deliver just about any
control solution.  Learn more.

Take the Mul Conveyor challenge.
Even if you’re sa s ed with your
current supplier, let us quote your
next system.  Compare the difference.
You may be quite surprised.  Call us
today at 1-800-236-7960 or contact
your rep to learn about the product
that is absolutely right for your
applica on


